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Is our profile , content and communication in our SoMe channe
ls coherent with our website?

• Instagram is doing a lot better in every field

• website not visually nice looking

• content (photos+ videos) much better in SoMe

• unclear content on the websites

 should use the same content on the website

 easier for customers to get an idea about the activities

 more likely to make a purchase











more language options
 price in variety of currencies $ €
• visual outlook more tempting (photos, videos, call to action)
 contents on to the top of the screen
 get a Q & A from the companies that provide the activities

How can we improve our website and make it more us
er friendly and easy to navigate in order to increase sal

es?



 animation to all the buttons

 short and understandable menu
 categorize your suggestions



 use high quality images

 add Google Maps option
 separate information pages from booking system
 add Gallery (actual customers pictures)
 space for reviews
 check all the options for clickability



 by marketing more on platforms to different age group to find yóu acci
dently
make the time right for optimal posting based on analytics and alogrith

m (Taliwind for scheduler automatic) .
 influencers outreach
 relevant Keywords on the website
 provide memorable event to inspire
 event with good beginning and end
 campaign letters through emails

How can we increase the number of visitors to o
ur website?



 teaser on social media along with the link
 provide more content that are valuable, inspiring and engaging.
 use a live 

video or infographic which aligns with customer experiences - live 
video for Q&A
 quick response for customers
 creation of Twitter account
 sponsor Ads

How can we increase traffic from our SoMe chan
nels to our website and convert it to sales?
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